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Marilyn's Page
Hard to believe 2018 has flown by in a blink of an eye. As we look back at the year we
have lost a number of very dear colleagues but we have also, thankfully, had the good
fortune to celebrate others in their endeavors and achievements. May we all take the op
portunity to cherish each other and hold our friendships close.
Before we get on with the good stuff, I want to take a moment to thank a few people
personally for all the help I receive in getting this magazine organized and printed.
Many thanks to Joel Spector, Editor-in-Chief and eagle eye. He constantly scours
many publications and the web to glean current information of interest to our readers;
Lenny and Sharon Stucker and John Fider for keeping a myriad of membership lists and
details in working order, not to mention their invaluable help with our annual luncheon;
Rich Munde for being our Webmaster and entire IT department; Antoinette Machiaver
na, Producer Extraordinaire, who is my go-to person and sounding board for our inter
views and other production items; Bambi Tascarella and Ken Fouts, who help keep us
informed of the news of our members and colleagues both worlang and retired; Allison
Davis for always pitching in when I ask her to· Liz Davis, whose indispensable sense of organization helps with
the luncheon and the wine selections (a great gig!). And to all of you who are the reason we do this.
Happy holidays everyone!
May the New Year be filled with peace, prosperity
and deep love, understanding and acceptance of each other.
"Empathy is seeing with the eyes of another, listening with the ears of another,
and feeling with the heart of another" - ANONYMOUS
And now, for the good stuff, the rest of the magazine ...

OUR HISTORY IN PICTURES!
PLEASE SEND US PHOTOS OF
YOU AND YOUR NBC FRIENDS'
ACTIVITIES.
Send full-size jpg files to
peacocknorth @yahoo.com

Support Our Troops,
Our Crews
and Our Correspondents
in Harm's Way
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Two Special Events in Support of California First Responders

Dozens of first responders in Northern California have lost all of their homes and some have even lost loved ones.
Al Roker and eight all-star chefs flew out to Chico, CA on November 20th and met up with Today's Natalie Morales
to serve up a hearty meal to over 50 local first responders and their families, giving them a little bit of relief during
this incredibly difficult time.
The full story, documented on Today is also available on the web at:
https://www.today.com/food/al-roker-natalie-morales-8-chefs-cook-thanksgiving-meal-california-tl42759
Excerpted from an online article by Emi Boscamp © NBC November 21, 2018
Photos by Jason Halley/CSU Chico

Another Northern California special event is scheduled for Sunday December 16th at the
Foothill Event Center. Stan Zabka, former NBC Director, World War II Veteran, Author
and Composer, is hosting a HOLIDAY SING ALONG to raise funds
for Paradise, CA fire victims through the Salvation Army.
Billed as "a fun hour of music and video clips" there will also be door prizes.
PN hopes to have some photos from this event in our Spring issue.
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Bob Dotson interviewed by Antoinette Machiaverna
Bob Dotson is one of the most honored storytellers of our time, earning dozens of high-profile awards and
landing on the New York Times BestSellers list as author of American Story.
Here now in his own words, the raconteur extraordinaire, as interviewed by Antoinette Machiaverna.

Tell us what you have been up to these past three years?
We moved to Greenville, South Carolina. There are 34 cities in
America called Greenville, so the folks here -- always say,
"Yeah, that Greenville" is where we live.
That soumls like that could have been an American Story. Let's
talk about your American Stories. You have a cult following. What
do you think it was about those stories that you told that made it so
popular?
When I first started out in the business, I realized pretty quickly that
the most underreported segment of our society is us, you and me.
We report celebrity and power - constantly - but we rarely talk to
local folks unless there's an election going on or they've lost their
dog down a well. Early on, I realized that wisdom doesn't always
wear a suit. So if you go out and look between the bright lights, you
might find people who have already solved a problem. I have a clas
sic example of that. Do you know we had indoor plumbing by 1000
B.C.? The king of Crete decided he wanted a toilet in the palace. And a group of folks who today we would call
plumbers figured out how to do it. So by 1000 B.C. we had already figured out how to put a toilet in a building. Be
cause they were plumbers, nobody remembered how they did it. In 1829 we solved that puzzle again. Put Ameri
ca's first flush toilet in a Boston Hotel. Nearly 3,000 years after seemingly ordinary people had solved that prob
lem. I think maybe we're overlooking people in the backyard, or down the street, or around the comer. Your great
aunt or your uncle might also have a solution. We overlook context and possible solutions in our in headlong rush to
report.
What is the one story that you are most proud of because of the impact it had and why does it mean a lot to you?
My favorite story was not my own, but it changed my life and thousands of others. One day I came across some old
footage from a Pathe Newsreel photographer named Bennie Kent who worked from 1904 to 1945. He sometimes
shot news stories his bosse did not want: Pictures of women wearing more than bathing suits, Native Americans
not wearing feathers, African Americans dressed in suits, who were rarely photographed during Bennie Kent's time.
He stuffed that film in a crawl space between the ceiling and the roof of a fire station, along with his notes of what
they had done. Looking at what Bennie Kent thought was important, I began to realize how much of our American
story is disregarded. These people never did anything that would get their names in the news. Yet few have ever af
fected more lives with acts of kindness and bravery than those whose deeds have largely been forgotten. That's why
I started a quest to save, not just those untold stories of people who never becan1e famous, but all the field cassettes
we shot for the American story. Before the digital age gave us plenty of room in the Cloud, bosses often tossed that
stuff out to save space. For three decades I pulled those tapes out of the trash and lugged them down into my base
ment. When the collection grew, I rented a warehouse. I felt I owed it to the next generation to save as much of their
story as I could.
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Cleaning out my desk at 30 Rock, I came across this note from one ofthe thousands of seemingly ordinary people I
profiled. Johnny Grant wrote: "My children will be able to see this story and realize we were important too, even
though we may not live under lights and cameras all the time." I gave my treasure trove back to NBC before I re
tired: Fourteen thousand days' worth ofstories that will not disappear into the past.
Ifjournalists went out and told more of these kinds of stories, would we be as divided as the media currently is
making America out to be?
If people are not strangers, ifthey're not "You people," ifyou let them tell you their story, ou start to under tand
them, not just how they are different from you, but what you have in common. That's what these kinds ofstorie do.
I always thought ofthem as investigative reporting ofseemingly ordinary people to see ifthere was something
d eper than the cliche.
Do you think that now we're seeing each other as cliches?
Oh absolutely. How many times do we spout political diatribes on both sides? All that does is make us angry or
depres ed. If you get to know somebody, you can ask, "How can we meet halfway? Maybe we don't have the
same world view, but perhaps - together - we solve this problem."
I'll gi e you a quick example. M grandfather was a rock-ribbed, small town Kansas Republican. He was in the leg
islature in Kansas for a while. His best friend was Harry Truman. Now, my brother's ten, I'm eight, my grandfather's
driving us from our home in St. Louis up to his little town in Kansas. He drives us through Independence, Missouri.
And he sees Mr. Truman out mowing the lawn. Can you imagine a president today doing that? He's mowing the
lawn. He's retired. He's probably in his late 70s, early 80s at this point.
Anyway, my grandfather stops and he yells out, "Hey Harry, how are you?" Mr. Truman invites us up on the porch.
No maid comes out. His wife, Bess, brings us lemonade. We're sipping for a while. The adults are swapping stories.
And my brother and I are agog. We're sitting next to a president. Finally, my grandfather pops up and says, "Well,
boys, let's get out ofhere before this Democrat stuff sticks to my tires."
Mr. Truman starts laughing and slaps my grandfather on the back. Soon they are hugging.
Years later, when I was an adult, I asked my grandfather, "What let the two ofyou, with widely different world
views, become friends?'
And he said, "Well before Mr. Truman got into national politics, he was a county commissioner in Kansas City. I'm
an attorney, I had to appear before him."
"Well, obviously you won," I grinned.
"No," he said, "actually I lost. But I found out something about him. Do you know that Mr. Truman never owned a
home? He always lived with his mother-in-law his entire adult life, except the time he was in the White House?"
"What! How'd that happen?" I asked.
"Well, Mr. Truman comes back from World War I. He and a buddy started a hat business in downtown Kansas City
that went bankrupt. "So Mr. Truman moves in with his mother-in-law and spent the next 15 years paying back every
creditor he had."
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Grandpa smiled, "I figure if that's the way he conducted his business, I could probably be friends with him. Eventu
ally we were. He could always make me laugh. Others too. Once he said to Soviet leader Joseph Stalin, "I hear
you're tough."
Stalinjust kind of grunted. Truman laughed, "You're not so tough. I live with my mother-in-law."
I wonder if people today approached life that way, looking for similarities, not just differences, could we find our
way back to the America we cherish?
Do you think that the media exaggerates this great divide?
I think in some sense it is because we're talking about culture wars. We've seen that many times before. We once
tried to keep the Gennans out of Pennsylvania, the Irish out of New York and a Catholic from becoming President.
We have a very blunt spokesman who happens to be in power today. The other power in our world is the news me
dia. Wherever we focus becomes the center of attention. President Trump understands that. The media does too.
We're all frustrated because politics used to be a horse race, now it's NASCAR. It's not enoughjust to win. Both
sides want to slam the other guy into the side of the wall and then gloat about it. That's the way our political dia
logue goes these days.
I probably have a different view of America than most people who are in national television news. When I retired
from the Today Show, we added up all the nights I had spent in small town hotel rooms. All told about 20 years.
So I really got a sense of folks all over the country.
You remember the people we profiled on the Today Show's American
Story with Bob Dotson? It didn't make any difference who they were
or what they did, as long as they had an interesting yarn to tell us. I
seldom went to big news places. I would be in Muleshoe, Texas, for
three or four days, listening. Closely. So I really got a sense of folks
behind the media mirror, standing in the shadows. I'm a whole lot
more optimistic about America than most television reporters are
today.
You've spent a lot of time in those small towns and rural areas
where people feel forgotten, threatened and angry. They showed up
to vote in 2016. How can the media better tell their stories?
I'm not as frightened about the "you people" as other folks are, be
cause I've been with "those people." I spent my entire career traveling
four million miles in America. That's not airplane miles, that's actual
---=- miles. So I got a sense of people, not only geographically, but also in
�111111111 different stages of life and finance.
Most of my colleagues and friends were amazed at what happened in
the 2016 election. While I was amazed who got elected, I was not
amazed by what happened.

�-�,,_
■ •
,:-

When I knocked on a door to do an American Story, the first thing
"!'4 � most people would say was, "Why are you here? No one ever comes
here. No one ever asks our opinion." I figured they were the underre
ported. I don'tjust meanjust in a political sense culturally too.
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Let's face it, most ofthe money and a lot ofour
media focus on cities throughout the country. Im
agine ifyou never see yourselfreflected in that
big mirror that we journalists put up to reflect ce
lebrity and power. There are millions ofpeople in ,
the shadows behind that mirror that rarely see
themselves, except in great tragedy. They don't
necessarily vote the way the people who live in
big cities and have power think that they should.
1 earched for those stories because I wanted to
introduce people in America to each other. Not
just show them how we differ, but - more im
portantly - how we are alike. Once you start to
understand that the man in Ten Sleep, Montana is
pretty much like the woman out in the Hamptons
in terms ofwhat they want out oflife, then it's not
"you people." It's us Americans.
I'm optimistic, because I see people at the grass
roots here in Greenville, South Carolina, who get
things done despite all ofthe abusive rhetoric
that's going on at the national level.
Most people want to know why they don't hear about the America their ancestors would write home about. I just
thought it was important to add that to the mix. I think ifyou don't have context and you don't have hope, all that
leaves is despair. Hope is a key part ofdemocracy. You must try to find people who are looking for solutions, not
just talk about the latest problem.
How can journalists find these hopeful, optimistic stories when they spend so much time covering tragedies like
another horrific mass shooting?
We have a lot ofthings going on that have to be covered instantly. We're doing it with a third the number ofpeople
we used to have. Big problem. The media is also going through this huge evolution. Most people don't get news
papers tossed up onto their front steps like they used to be. Those ofus in the news media are wondering, what's
next and how to go forward with fewer and fewer people. In the newspaper business, for instance, the sports section
and comic strips helped pay for somebody to go out and check the bridge to see ifit was going to fall. That's kind
ofimportant to know ifyou drive over it every day, right? Few have found a business model to get that done, other
than go find a friendly billionaire to help your newspaper stay in business.
How has social media helped you to continue to tell your stories?
I think I kept my job the last six years that I was with BC because I embraced social media. Instead ofbeing one
ofthose old guys saying, "It's never going to take hold." I went with it. In those days we still had six million people
watching The Today Show in the morning. I had several pieces when they went on today.com that had 25 million
to 40 million views over the next six months.
Every time there would be somebody new who signed paychecks at NBC, they wondered why Dotson went out and
wandered around for a week when he could shoot 19 stories. So I'd said, "Okay, I shot this story, and we had 40
million views." That gave them something to ponder. Eventually, they figured it out. They let me continue looking
for my first love, seemingly ordinary people who had done something extraordinary.
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You also have a unique new audience to connect with. Next Spring,Lauren (Kapp) Raps,formerly of NBC News
and now a travel agent,put together an exclusive experience, "Bob Dotson and the Danube." What's that going
to be like?
She came to me last year and sweet-talked me into doing something that I was not sure I wanted to do. Then I con
sidered the possibilities. I thought, "This is great." If you go on some European tours, you might end up visiting too
many churches or castles. They begin to blur. Lauren said, "Why don't we put together something in the places that
you're going to stop. People will be able to find a story that isn't on most tours, or they might be able to create their
own stories. Maybe they've got an ancestor in that particular town."
For instance, in Vienna, there are lots of beautiful things to see. But there is also a museum of fake books. Some
very famous ones, like fake histories of Nazi Germany that 20 years ago made international news. The guy who
owns the museum has collected those books for 40 years. He isn't interested in the fakes. He's fascinated by why
the fakes were created.
What's the one major piece of advice you want to give to aspiring storytellers who are coming up and will have
the responsibility of telling these kinds of stories?
The one word is curiosity. Never get jaded. Be curious, all the time curious. When I first started at NBC, I was cov
ering a day three tornado, which means the only reason we were there was because the governor was going ask for
federal assistance. Not much to cover except for
the governor who's obviously standing there with
all of his power and celebrity. And the camera
man, whose name was Darrel Barton, says, "Why
don't we just take a shot of the gaggle of reporters
walking with the governor, and then you can put
in copy that the governor is going to ask for feder
al assistance.
"Let's follow this man over here in bib overalls,"
Darrell says. "He's looking for something. I met
him when I was taking my camera out of the car
in the parking lot and he really is a character."
I'm starting to get scared because I know all the
people who sign paychecks in New York are go
ing to say, "Why didn't you cover the governor?"
Darrell puts his wireless microphone on the guy
with the bib overalls and off we go, following
him. I'm getting more and more nervous. Eventu
ally, the man finds what he's looking for. He
reaches down into this pile of trash and he brings
up a big hunk of pink goo. He's so comfortable
with us by now he turns right to the lens and he
holds the pink goo up next to his chin and he
says, "Well, that tornado got my false teeth, but it
didn't get me."
Darrell says, "That's your closing sound bite."
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And then he says, "Oh, by the way, you know, you need a little foreshadowing." And I say, "What are you talking
about?" He says, "Well, aren't you a storyteller?" I'm still thinking about just grabbing facts. You know, governor
came here, toured the destruction asked for federal assistance.
Darrell says, "Use a little of that guy's natural sound at the beginning of the story one of the intriguing comments
he tossed at us as he searched. And then say to the audience, ' tick around. This guy's going to find something
cool."'
I say, "Just for argument's sake, why wouldn't I start with that funny line?" Darrell says, "Because the audience
doesn't know him yet."
Darrell i giving me a short course in Storytelling. This photojournalist, who some people call a cameraman, told
me how to hook an audience and how to pick a strong central character, the ones who look a lot like the people
watching TV.
Do you still come across stories that make you wish you could do that story for television?
I think a storyteller never stops telling stories. But what I've decided to do from 70 until whenever, is to go and talk
to young storytellers, not just journalists, but people who want to do what we used to call independent films. Give
them some tips on how they can do that efficiently and effectively. I want to keep the storytelling flame burning
brightly. I don't want to become that old guy that just yells, "Get off my lawn, it was better 20 years ago when I did
it on The Today Show."
I embrace a remark that a great still photographer in North Carolina who was in his 80s told me. "When I hit 80," he
said, "I decided I was going to conduct my life with young people as if I were a fine antique they wanted in their
living room, and not some piece of crap they put in the attic."

Bob on set, and with Bert Medley
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The NBC studios at 30 Rockefeller Plaza opened 85 years ago on November 11th, 1933.
In 2018, NBC kicked off the holidays on Wednesday, November 28th with the 2018 Rockefeller Center Christmas
Tree Lighting ceremony. The star-powered lineup of performers who'll be playing the celebration included Diana
Ross, Tony Bennett, Diana Krall, John Legend, Martina McBride, Pentatonix and a special appearance by Howie
Mandel.
The new 9-foot-4-inch crown jewel for the Rockefeller Center Christmas Tree
was raised atop the 72-foot-tall Norway spruce on November 14. Designed by
famed architect Daniel Libeskind, the dazzling 2018 Swarovski Star includes
3 million Swarovski crystals adorned across 70 triangular spikes. "The new
Swarovski Star for the Rockefeller Center Christmas Tree is inspired by the
beauty of starlight-something that radiates meaning and mystery into the
world," Libeskind says.
And as if one new star weren't enough, a second identical star will be dis
played on the Plaza next to a 146-square-foot retail pop-up also designed by
Libeskind. Inside, shoppers can peruse Swarovski and Atelier Swarovski
jewelry and holiday ornaments perfect for holiday gifting, in addition to
Libeskind's five new Star-inspired ornaments for Atelier Swarovski Home.
The Tree will remain lit every day from 5:30am-l 1 :30pm through January 6, 2019, and 5:30am-9pm on January 7,
2019. On Christmas Day the Tree's 50,000 lights shine for a full 24 hours.
© 2018 Rockefeller Center/TishrnanSpeyer
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FAO Schwarz's New Rockefeller Center Flagship Store is Now Open

To mark the return of the iconic FAO Schwarz toy emporium to NYC in the form of a new 2.5-story, 20,000square-foot-plus flagship at 30 Rockefeller Plaza, the store hosted a celebrity-studded VIP preview on November
15, the night ahead of its grand opening. Guests included Neil Patrick Harris and David Burtka, Whoopi Goldberg,
Bethenny Frankel, Morena Baccarin, Carrie Berk, and Disney's Mia Sinclair Jenness.
With a nod to the brand's magical history as part of New York City lore, the new store uses the Art Deco architec
ture of its new home to amplify memories of FAO experiences from years past; a look toward the future begins
with FAO Schwarz toy soldiers flanking the store's 49th Street entrance sporting new uniforms designed by super
model Gigi Hadid.
By Michelle Cohen© 6sqft.com - November 16, 2018
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John Fritsche Retires
John Fritsche, a 39-year NB veteran who has headed opera
tions for NBC Olympics since 1998, has retired. I am proud to
say that I have known John for hi entire time at NBC
Here is a re-cap of his illustriou career.--Marilyn Altman
In December of 2012, John was named Senior Vice President,
Olympic Operations and Stamford Facilities. He was responsi
ble for all operational aspects for NBC Olympics and NBC
Sports Group's 350,000-square foot facility in tamford, CT.
Prior to his current role, he served as Senior Vice President, Op
erations, NBC Olympics and was responsible for NBC's opera
tional aspects including the International Broadcast Center,
Olympic sourcing, catering, air transportation, merchandising,
technical logistics and broadcast management. He was promot
ed to Senior Vice President in 2002.
For more than 25 years, John has served in various capacities throughout the network. In 1995, he was named
NBC's Director, News Operations, BANO (Broadcast and Network Operations) responsible for all news production
management and studio operations for the network. While in that role, he oversaw program production and news
gathering for the news division and other NBC properties during the 1996 Olympic Games in Atlanta.
In 1987, John joined the "TODAY" show as a Production Manager responsible for the day-to-day studio operations,
remote broadcasts and budgets for the morning program. He traveled "TODAY" to such places as the Orient Ex
press and Africa, and in 1988 began his Olympic involvement when he coordinated the production and venue logis
tics for "TODAY's" coverage of the Seoul Summer Garnes. In 1990, he was named Senior Production Manager for
the "TODAY" show.
He began his career with NBC in November 1979 in the News Department's Operations division supervising the
couriers and the film lab. In 1980, he was made a Unit Manager for "NBC Nightly News," where he oversaw logis
tics for the broadcast both in-studio and on such remotes as the Tehran hostage crisis; the 1980 and 1984 political
conventions; the Falkland War; the wedding of Prince Charles and Lady Diana· and the reunification of Germany.
John graduated with an associate's degree
from Graham Jr. College in Boston and
attended Pace University Business School
in Purchase, NY.
He currently resides in Bethpage, NY
with his wife, Betty Anne. John is
reveling in his role as stay-at-home
grandparent. No more travelling except
by choice. We wish them much joy in
their next chapter.
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Longtime golf analyst Johnny Miller is retiring from his
lead analyst role at NBC Sports with his final telecast to
take place in February. Miller, 71, officially announced the
move today, saying he will step down after 29 years in the
..,�• booth which followed a Hall of Fame playing career. A
source told ESPN that Paul Azinger will replace Miller
while continuing to do the U.S. Open and U.S. Women's
Open for Fox Sports.
A good part of the reason Miller has occupied that space
for so long is his honesty and bluntness, but it wasn't just
his candor that got him there. Miller was among the game's
top players, winning 25 times on the PGA Tour, including
---two major championships. That included the first-ever 63
in a major championship during the final round of the 1973 U.S. Open, where Miller rallied from 6 shots back to
win at Oakmont.
"I've had two lives," Miller said during a conference call today. "The golfing part ... the younger generation sort of
heard about me, but maybe didn't realize I wasn't too bad at times. Then the announcing part. "I was always
groomed by my dad to win the U.S. Open. When I won at Oakmont, that was my best moment there, the best round
I ever played. And then announcing, to be able to work with an amazing team ... everybody behind the scenes, I
learned how to be a team player. Or tried to be anyway."
Miller recounted how he came to use the word "choke" in his first broadcast in 1990 at what was then the Bob Hope
Classic. He said that player Peter Jacobsen -- who know works alongside Miller as an NBC analyst -- didn't speak to
him for six months afterward. "I said the kind of shot he had -- a downhill lie over water -- is the kind of shot you
can choke on," Miller said. "I never said he choked or was going to choke. It was so startling to people. It's not a
nice word, but it definitely gets the job done as far as communicating. For me, I'd choke on putting and admit that I
did, but I ball-struck well enough to get around the choke factor. Everybody has some part of their game that is easi
ly influenced to choke. I don't like the word, but it's the word that communicates the most directly."
Miller was inducted into the World Golf Hall of Fame in 1998 and took over at NBC in 1990, replacing Lee Trevi
no, who at the time was leaving the broadcast booth to concentrate on senior golf.
Miller will take part in his final broadcast at the Waste Management Phoenix Open in February before NBC transi
tions to Azinger, [who was officially named to the role on October 22nd-Ed.]
Azinger, 58, is a 12-time PGA Tour winner who worked---��
alongside Mike Tirico and Nick Faldo when ABC did
PGA Tour telecasts. He is also a former ESPN analyst.
By Bob Harig © ESPN Senior Writer. October 16, 2018

Ed. Note:
We hope to have an interview with
Johnny in the next issue of P.N.,
courtesy of Larry Cirillo
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Second DGA Generation Shines at NBC's Macy*s Parade Telecast
Three Stage Managers, Smith Sumroy, Dave Auerbach and Mark Dicso represented the second generation at NBC's coverage
of the 921u1 Macy*s Thanksgiving Day Parade. 111eir fathers were, respectively, Jack, Dick and Joe. Jack Sumroy was a
Producer-Director at WNBC-TV for more than 40 years. In the 1950s Dick Auerbach was a Stage Manager and eventually a
Producer-Director for NBC Sports until 1980. Joe Dicso was a Stage Manager for NBC for more than 45 years, most notably
on Saturday Night Live, from its debut in 1975 until he
retired in 1998.
Mark writes: Here's a photo of my dad and me which
was taken in 2012. A few words about working with Smith
and Dave: J've known them both my entire professional
career, so it's always great when we get to work together. I
always know I'm in good company with them, real profes
sionals.
They would make our dads proud.

Dave writes: In 1984, I began my career at NBC. I was a
vacation relief, mostly with Sports, starting as an A2 and Tele
PrompTer operator. During that time, I would bounce around
with my dad working either on the tech side, or producing pre
Rose Parade shows for the Home and Garden Network. Some
of my favorite memories come from the almost 6 weeks we
traveled together in Indonesia, producing a 13- part documen
tary (including of all things an Indonesian marching band). I
learned so much from him on that amazingly exotic trip. I've
been working as a stage manager since 2000, primarily on the
Today Show, which was one of the first projects my dad worked
on. My career
has been very
exciting, just as
my father's was.
I'm proud to be a second generation TV GUY. It's always such a pleasure
working with Mark and Smith. Together, between our Dads and ourselves, we
clock over two centuries at NBC! Yikes!
Smith writes: Her e we are at dad's 89th birthday par ty. I have been doing
the parade for 22 years, Mark Dicso for two, and r think this was David's first.
Second Gens are a special bunch. As kids growing up in a broadcast household,
you learn certain things: the way to conduct yourself, placement of things
around us, proper order and a ce1tain style. I have met Mark and David's
fathers and enjoyed the many conversations J have had with them.
I only hope they had the same experience with mine.
- Article produced and written by Joel Spector.
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Nestor Torres Jr's Wonderful Music Career
This press release covers the latest doing in the storied career of the son of Nestor Torres,
long-time Audio Assist on The Today Show.
NESTOR TORRES: JAZZ FLUTE TRADITIONS
Receives 2018 Latin Grammy Nomination for Best Latin Jazz/ Jazz Album
With his Caribbean heritage, Classical training and a unique,
rhythmic & melodic approach to Jazz improvisation, Nestor
Torres' talkative and mellifluous flute sound remains apart
in a class all by itself. ow, with his 15th album release the
Flautist shows his deep respect and knowledge for the tradi
tion of Jazz and Latin Jazz in its purest forms.
This eleven-song offering pays homage to legendary Jazz
Flute pioneers like Herbie Mann and Eric Dolphy, as well as
Torres' idol and mentor, Hubert Laws. The tribute expands
further, from Frank Wess and Moe Koffman, who were
playing the instrument when it was still showing up in the
"miscellaneous" categories of major 1950's jazz polls, to
re olutionaries such as Yusef Lateef and Esy Morales.
"For years I've wanted to pay tribute to the Jazz Flute pio
neers that opened the way for us", says estor. The selection
of songs are daringly diverse. From the popular and catchy 'Swingin' Shepherd Blues' and funky 'Memphis Under
ground' to the avant garde in 'Gazzelloni·; from Count Basie's straight ahead 'Cute' and Rahsaan Roland Kirk's
'Serenade To A Cuckoo' to hard core Latin Jazz with 'Jungle Fantasy'. The stylistic jaunt goes on with Lateef's
haunting 'The Golden Flute' and includes Chick Corea's flute showcases 'Windows' & 'Spain'. Nestor Torres de
fies the daunting task of bringing together what would seem to be an incongruent mix & match of umelated pieces
by creating a cohesive and exciting narrative of the rich, deep and somewhat overlooked contribution of the flute to
the Jazz cannon. Torres himself contributes to the Jazz Flute Tradition with his very personal renditions of the mid20th century standards 'Miami Beach Rhumba' and Cole Porter's 'So In Love'.
"The release of Jazz Flutes Traditions captures his energy, depth, and technical brilliance... all that and more."
Mark Ruffin - Real Jazz SiriusXM Program Director at Sirius/XM Satellite Radio
14 previous albums as a soloist, 5 Latin Grammy nominations, one Grammy nomination and one Latin Grammy
Award, as well as collaborations with artists such as Dave Mathews, Gloria Estefan, Herbie Hancock Wayne Short
er and Tito Puente, are testament to the remarkable versatility of an Artist who continuously challenges himself to
push music forward, this time steeped in the total tradition of Jazz. Jazz Flute Traditions is a re elation of Nestor
Torres' essence, prowess and artistry, as he pays a most worthy tribute to and stands on the shoulders of those who
came before him.
© 2018 Jazz Promo Services
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Tracey Lyons Arrowsmith
My love of36 years, my best friend, my heart, has been taken
from us. Tracey suffered a sudden cardiac arrest this past Sun
day, October 7th, at home and despite heroic efforts by the para
medics, she could not be revived. Ryan and Tracey's sister
Nichelle are with me here in Massachusetts and we are helping
each other cope as best we can. Pursuant to Tracey's wishes,
there will be no service.
Those who wish to make a contribution in her memory can do so
by donating to the St Jude Children's Research Hospital.
stjude.org/. The registration at St Jude is under the name Tracey
Lyons Arrowsmith. The registration number is 11409279.
Please forgive us ifwe do not respond to messages right away.
We are overwhelmed.
Contact the family at
Post Office Box 32
East Otis, MA O 1029
Here is the official announcement ofher 2009 promotion from Bob Epstein
On April 2, 2009 Tracey Lyons has officially become the Domestic Senior Producer for Nightly News.
Since joining the broadcast in 2006 as a Senior Producer, Tracey has done an outstanding job working with corre
spondents arow1d the nation, as well as planning and supervising many ofour series. Her new title is a recognition
ofthe terrific work she has done and will continue to do. As many ofyou know, before joining Nightly, Tracey was
the Managing Editor ofdayside at MSNBC, a Senior Producer on "The News with Brian Williams", and before
that, the director ofplanning for NBC News. Prior to working at NBC News, Tracey was a correspondent and pro
ducer for Gannett and WXIA.
Below is an excerpt from NBC's "Making a Difference" - Behind the camera with producer Tracey Lyons
By Alexis Wiseman © Scholastic
Tracey Lyons' job at NBC Nightly News is behind the camera, researching, writing, and editing. As producer ofthe
"Making a Difference" segment for NBC Nightly News, she and her team report on good news, searching the coun
try for people who have dedicated their lives to making a positive impact on the world. Lyons earned her chops in
the hard news business working as a correspondent and a producer for a
variety ofNBC's news programs.
Once she finds a story, Lyons assigns a reporter and a camera person to go
to the location, no matter where in the U.S. it may be. Lyons manages the
research and writing ofthe story, directing the shoot and interviews. Work
ing with the reporter, she helps edit the segment and prepare it for broadcast.
One ofthe toughest parts ofher job, she says, is working under strict dead
lines. "When you come into the journalism business, you meet the fwmiest
people, the smartest people, and the nicest people," she said.
"Every day is something new and exciting. I love my job."
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Janet Pearce Remembered by Michele Madonna
On September 301\ Janet Pearce, a former NBC employee, died due to com
plications of Pneumonia. Since 1993, Janet fought a courageous battle with
Multiple Sclerosis and did so with an amazing spirit and a fantastic sense of
humor.
I had the privilege of knowing Janet for 25 years. Our relationship goes back
to the time she was diagnosed with Multiple Sclerosis in 1993. At that time, I
was the Clinical Nurse Coordinator for the MS Center at Columbia
Presbyterian Medical Center.
As an MS nurse, all of my patients were very special to me, but Janet is one of
those individuals who stands out in a very special way. I remember feeling
such a strong identification with Janet. She was a young, vibrant, single wom
an with an active life and an exciting career. When I met Janet, she was a suc
cessful, Emmy -award winning producer for NBC. She worked 42 years for
NBC. I was truly touched by my experience with her, being her nurse and I
learned so much from her over the years. There were many challenges, but
Janet had a determination that was unparalleled. We both cried a lot, but she also taught me so much about humor!
I was Janet's nurse from the time she was diagnosed until I left my clinical position in 1997. For nearly five years, I
was the MS Nurse involved in her care. Janet was also blessed to have a very loving and supportive family and a
dedicated tean1 of medical care providers.
Janet was very upset that after I left my clinical position, that the new nurses she encountered were not as knowl
edgeable or well experienced in the care of MS patients. She felt that these nurses needed more training in the spe
cialty of MS. Janet herself stated "For any MS patient the "bad times" filled with bone-shaking anxiety and fear
could be eased by having access to a nurse with specialized training about the mysterious disease that is MS ...
I know that first hand." She also stated that "These nurses are critical front-line caregivers for MS patients like
myself. .. For every MS patient in America, the lack of nurses with MS experience compounds the horror of the
disease."
Janet turned a negative experience into a positive endeavor. Based upon her own concerns as a patient, and one
who values the nurse-patient relationship, she single handedly raised nearly $100,000 for the start-up of an MS
nurse training program. It is because of Janet that I became involved in the development of this very important nurse
education program. Over the years, many other MS nurse colleagues and MS professionals have been involved as
well. This program is known as the Janet Pearce MS Nurse Education Program. It is offered through the National
Multiple Sclerosis Society, New York City-Southern New York Chapter.
The Janet Pearce MS Nurse Education Program has evolved as a very important and nationally recognized program
over the years. Since its inception in 2001 there have been 12 offerings of the program. As a result, hundreds of
nurses have received specialized education in Multiple Sclerosis.
Michele Madonna, RN, MA, MSCN
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lke Seamans, who won acclaim and respect during a four
decade-long career covering the news overseas for NBC and at
Miami's WTVJ-Channel 6, died Wednesday after a long illness.
He was 80.
Seamans, who retired from WTVJ in 2007 after nearly 40 years
in the TV news business, lost a long battle with prostate cancer.
Those who knew him took to social media to remember the leg
endary newsman. "Ike was an exemplary journalist with a ca
reer that spanned more than four decades," Javi Morgado, the
executive producer of CNN's New Day, said on Facebook. "He
truly had a gift for storytelling, letting the character be the focal
point, and a passion for holding elected officials accountable.
Ike made us all better and always challenged us to be our best
every day." Bob Mayer, a longtime anchor with WTVJ who
worked with Seamans, described the newsman as "a reporter's
reporter." "He was not the kind of reporter that came in and got
••S!i,,.....,..,;ll.:L.Jt...:-..-"---...;::;.;__.,... an assignment every day," Mayer said, adding that Seamans
was the hardest-working journalist he knew. "He had a very unique relationship with the news desk. He was trusted to go after
the kind of things he wanted to do."
Seamans, who graduated from West Virginia University as a drama major, did a stint in the Army in the 1970s before becom
ing a TV news reporter in Miami. Seamans left the local station after about l O years and joined NBC as a foreign corTespond
ent for about 20 years, often covering war-ravaged areas. He then returned to the local market for another 10 years.
Mary Seamans, his wife of more than five decades, said Wednesday that her husband "loved being on air and loved being a
journalist." "News was his life," she said. "He was his own person. He didn't follow what someone else wanted him to do."
Seamans also occasionally wrote opinion columns in the Miami Herald. In 2015, Seamans wrote an opinion piece criticizing
journalist and political commentator George Stephanopoulos for making a $75,000 contribution to the Clinton Foundation.
Seamans questioned whether Stephanopoulos made the contribution "to curry favor with Hillary [Clinton] to get privileged
access during her run for the Oval Office." "Am I biased? Absolutely," he wrote at the time. "But not in the way you might
think. After covering politics at all levels for 40 years, I'm apolitical. No affiliations. In fact, politics disgusts me. I just don't
like people being given forums as news anchors or reporters on na
tional TV who are not real journalists and don't have a problem
with being cozy with politicians, let alone having worked for them."
Mary said after retiring her husband "had a ball" pursuing a second
career acting and modeling. One of his favorite projects: Modeling
for Simply Healthcare. "His picture was on the side of a bus and he
loved it," she said. In a biography he posted on IMDb, the online
movie and television database, Seamans said he usually played the
role of an "executive, high-ranking military officer, government
official, grandfather, etc."
In 2017, months after he learned that his prostate cancer - which
had been in remission for about 17 years - was back with a venge
ance, Seamans told the Miami Herald he knew it would be a battle.
"I'm not out of the woods just yet," he said.
In addition to his wife, Seamans is survived by his three adult chil
dren, Stacy, Ryan and Reid, and six grandchildren.
By Carlil Teproff, © Miami Herald September 12, 2018
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Steve McKeown, longtime technical manager
for NBC Sports and CBS Sports and better
known as "Stevie Mac," died on October 22nd
at the age of 80. He had spent 25 years at NBC
Sports and 21 years at CBS Spo1ts. He is sur
vived by his wife, Laurie ( whom he was married
to for 44 years); children Mark Dakota, and
Makehla; and five grandchildren.
Steve was passionate about mentoring newcom
ers to the industry.
McKeown attended YU in ew York City and
started his television career in the mailroom at
BC. He later was a radio announcer at KOGO
an Diego and moved up to camera operator at
NBC. He then became videotape editor at NBC
Burbank, where he was awarded his first
Emmy , for Elvis Live From Haw aii.
He earned many other Emmys during his time at NBC, all of them as technical manager for NBC Sports. He worked
with many of the people who have grown to know and lo e him, and mentoring young men and women who were
starting in the business was his passion.
After 25 years at NBC Sports, McKeown moved over to CBS ports, where he served as technical manager on
numerous NCAA Final Fours, major golf events, Super Bowls, and World Series. He would spend 21 years at CBS
Sports before retiring to Phoenix.
Ken Aagaard, EVP, innovation and new technology, CBS Sports, says, "He was as good a tech manager as I have
ever worked with, and he always handled himself best when under pressure while working high-profile events. At
CBS, he became our specialist for our studio shows when we went on the road. When you were on a big show, you
always felt better knowing that tevie Mac had your back. He would never let you down and became as good a
friend as you could have ever had."
Adds Bob Matina, director, The NFL Today, CBS Sports, "Usually, when Stevie Mac and I were together, there
was a big event involved: a Final Four, an AFC Championship, a Super Bowl a golf major. The bigger the chal
lenge, the more determined he became. Stevie Mac would quip, 'Boss, whatever you need.' Yet it was Stevie who
was always in charge, exceeding expectations. He was the ultimate professional and respected by all. But it was his
incredible warmth and contagious, quick smile that are indelible."
Says Susan Stone, currently SYP, operations and engineering, MLB etwork, who worked with McKeown at CBS
Sports, "Stevie Mac will be remembered by all for his warmth, humanity, and his incredible smile that immediately
let you know you were a cherished and valued colleague and friend."
By Ken Kerschbaumer, Editorial Director© SVG News, October 30, 2018
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Tom Marrin was a valued colleague and friend for many of us at NBC for
the last 39 years. Unfortunately, Tom passed away suddenly on October 4th.
"Tom was the man everybody called when there was an issue. He always
knew the correct answer, but would not hesitate to admit he was wrong. He
greeted everybody with a smile and always looked to help others begin to
learn a fraction of his knowledge base. NBC has lost their most valuable
experienced engineer, one that we have all come to call our friend. The im
pact of the news crossed the entire NBC community from Miami to Connect
icut and not a dry eye remained." - Ted Natoli
"We all know Tom Marrin was the best technician at NBC. But there was a
side to Mr. Marrin that was not often seen by a lot of people in the studios.
As coworkers and colleagues and good friends will attest, he loved to clown
around and play practical jokes. I recall one time when we shared a shop on
the second floor near the studios. I was on the early morning shift and Tom
Nancy and Tom
usually came in around 8 AM. One morning I arrived and immediately had
trouble trying to login to the NBC systems. After a few attempts, I was de
nied access to my email and any other pertinent information I needed
for the day. After a few calls to the IT desk, no one could figure out why my credentials would not log me in. After
scratching my head for a while and not getting any help from IT support, I studied my keyboard only to find that
someone had swapped my R, S and P keys and a few other keys on the computer keyboard. So when I thought I was
hitting an R or an S, I was actually entering the wrong characters. An old trick I didn't see coming. Now it made
total sense! It didn t take me a long time to figure out who had done it, and the next day, after saying nothing to
Tom, I proceeded to Krazy Glue his mouse to his bench top. Well, this started to escalate over the next few days and
we both knew who was doing what but never saying a word to each other until finally we realized how funny all of
it was, and we declared a truce. This is just one of many stories I have about Tom, a good-natured soul, who will be
severely missed by all. Rest in peace my friend. You're probably fixing God's equipment as I write this."
- Rich Russo
"Knowing Tom for the past 25 years has been an honor and a wonderful experience. I was always amazed at his
skill in repairing, or in many cases modifying equipment whether it be work-related or something to do with his
Ham Radio hobby, in which he was fully immersed. Extremely knowledgeable in many areas, Tom always had a
very calm approach to diagnosing and correcting a (sometimes on-air) problem even in the midst of what we would
so often classify as a disaster. I will miss our great conversations, and he will be truly missed by his family, as well
as his family here at NBC, the Han1 Radio community, and his many friends." - Mike Sarno
"Tom was my first contact at NBC. I started as a daily hire in studio maintenance in the late 90's. Tom was always
helpful and available to show me 'the ropes" at NBC. Tom was the "unofficial" leader of the gang studio mainte
nance gang: Tony Ziggy, John W., John L., Rich and Ralph. I always appreciated how welcome Tom made me feel.
30 Rock has truly lost its "rock". I am sure "upstairs" in heaven they are pleased to have someone who knows how
to "do television the right way" - Steve Damaud
You may send condolences to
Nancy Marrin and Family
22 4th Street
Wood Ridge, NJ 07075
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Edie Bruno Perez

On November 3rd, 2018, we all lost a wonderful, thought
ful and generous woman when my friend Edie Perez was
killed while crossing a street in Queens, New York.
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Although Edie worked for NBC, I did not get to know her
until I was retired and NABET Local 11 fonned our CWA
Retiree Chapter. Her husband Gil was a NABET member
and attended our retiree meetings, along with Edie. After
Gil passed away, Edie asked me if she wa allowed to still
attend our retiree meetings. I told her she was more than
welcome. After attending a few meetings Edie asked if
there was something she could do to help. I needed help
organizing our chapter's email database. Edie eagerly vol
unteered. From that day on Edie became indispensable to
our chapter and to me.
It was my custom to take Edie and CarrolDeo Lal, Local 11's Administrative Secretary/Office Manager, to lunch inDecem
ber. This was a way for NABET to thank them for all of the work they did on a voluntary basis on behalf of retirees during the
previous year. I only mention this to illustrate the thoughtfulness of Edie. At one of our holiday lunches, I spotted one of my
favorite desserts, Key Lime Pie. When it was time to order dessert the waiter infonned me that they had just sold the last
piece. Nothing escaped Edie; the next time we met for a meeting or holiday lunch Edie had bought me a Key Lime Pie. She
told me she was going to try different bakeries to make sure she would get the best Key Lime Pie that was available. That is
just one example of Edie's thoughtfulness and generosity.
I can sum up Edie Perez by describing her with a Yiddish phrase that means a person of integrity and honor:
My friend Edie Perez was a "mensch."
Bill Freeda
Dad was my best friend. When people meet me and talk with me they see him. Edie and dad were quite the opposite but
perfect together. When Edie came into my life she was dad wife who turned into my best friend. Edie will be truly missed.
Alex Perez, Gil's Daughter
I remember her searching for those key lime pies and always bringing us home marble and red velvet cupcakes to try from the
different bakeries.
Ever since I was a child I could not pronounce her name. To me, she was and will always be Aunt Eo. She was my ANGEL
on earth. She touched every life she came into contact with that beautiful smile and perfect laugh. Her pure beauty radiated
from her genuine gentle spirit and true compassion for mankind. Aunt Eo was a fearle s lover of and
believer in G OD. I thank God for blessing me with her for
twenty-three years. Without any hesitation, she had taken me
into her home as a young girl and raised me as her own. Aunt
Eo had taken on so many roles as my mother, my best friend,
my guidance and my strength. Everyone keeps telling me I
was her life but she gave me a second chance at life. I would
not be the person I am today if it weren't for my
"Godmommy".
Leeanna DeSimone, Edie's Goddaughter
Contact Leeanna at
8675 Bay Parkway
Brooklyn, NY 11214
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James B. Keyes Sr., 58, from Union N.J. passed away September 20th 2018. He
worked at NBC New York for more than 30 years. He was most recently responsible for
Asset Tracking in the Technical Receiving Department.
Starting in May of 2017 he persevered through a grueling series of illnesses, eventually
being diagnosed with Stage 4 Glioblastoma which is a brain cancer. He defied the odds
for thirteen months following the diagnosis but eventually succumbed.
The funeral service was at Clearview Baptist Church in Newark.
Mr. Keyes was the devoted husband of Vendetta, beloved father of JaNee, James Jr.
Ja'Vonne, Ja'Nique, JaEl, and JaLene, and loving grandfather of Ayden James Keyes.
He was the loving brother of Michael W. Keyes, Denise Roberts, and Gail Allen. Mr.
Keyes also leaves a host of other cherished relatives and friends.
Please consider donating to the fundraiser for the children's education at www.gofundme.com/keyes-college
fund.

You may contact the family at
Vendetta Keyes
1920 William Street
Union, NJ 07083
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Les Kretman
This sad news from Phally Lambert/NBC News Washington:
Former NBC White House producer Les Kretman passed away on
September 15t\ 2018 at Sibley Hospital with his wife Kathy and
sons Josh and Matthew at his bedside. He was 76.
He was born and raised in Fall River, Massachusetts and worked
as a broadcast journalist at WGBH, WBZ, and WHDH in Boston,
Massachusetts before working at NBC News for 30 years. His as
signments included serving as Bob Hager's producer. He was also
deputy Washington bureau chief in the 80s, and a producer in the
network s Frankfurt, Germany bureau. He retired as a White
House producer in 2009 having served in that position for ten
years.
.._ A memorial was held at the National Press Club on October 7th.
-..,o,>NTE� THE WATER A.

Y-OUR OWN RJSK
THIS· OCEAN SHORE[
ts· HAZARDOY,S ,_

The family asks that donations in his memory be directed to the
Committee to Protect Journalists or to Scholarship America.
If you'd like to reach out to Kathy her email is
kkretman@gmail.com
and the home address is
2500 Virginia Avenue NW, Apt. 401S,
Washington, DC 20037.
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Ron Sheldon Bonn, 88, passed away on
September 5, 2018, at home. Survived by
his wife of 55 years, June, his daughter,
Julia (Ted), his sons, David and Daniel
(Carol) and seven grandchildren. Ron had a
distinguished career as a television news
producer at both CBS and NBC. He was the
senior producer of Special Segment on
NBC Nightly News in the mid-1980's.
Working on stories about cutting edge sci
ence procedures and family relationships,
Ron won three Emmys during his career.
After retiring from television news, Ron co
wrote "How to Help Children Through a
Parent's Serious Illness" and taught an in
troductory journalism class at the Universi
ty of San Diego. An avid sailor and proud
docent at the San Diego Maritime Museum Ron enjoyed traveling with his wife
and took great pride in his children's and grandchildren's achievements.

How to Help

Children
Through a Par nt'
Seriou

Illne

........ ....

© The New York Times- Sept. 30, 2018

The Question: "What is the best thing
that can happen at Holiday Time?"
The Answer: "May all those you wish to see
call upon you and your family."
Vintage Greetings from
Carnac The Magnificent and his pals.
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"Nice to Meet You, Mr. President"

John Fider, ABC News Operations Producer, now one of the Peacock North Membership Coordinators.
Rick Kaplan, Executive Producer; former president of MSNBC; recentl)' profiled in Peacock North.
George H. W. Bush, 41 st President of the United States of America.

September 21st, 1989: "ABC's PrimeTime Live with Diane Sawyer & Sam Donaldson".
The first "Live" tour of the White House since Jackie Kennedy's 1962 Valentine's Day broadcast.
Primetime Live was given a guided tour of the private residential portion of the White House by President
George Bush and his wife, First Lady Barbara Bush. The Bushes discussed the historical significance of the
rooms and showed off the Lincoln Bedroom, the formal Yellow Oval Room and the President's private office.
John writes: What a wonderful memory for me, and what a wonderful gentleman....on camera and off.
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NBC's First TV Star Now on Display at 30 Rock "Studio 9C" Commissary

Above, the display case in 2018.
Right, Felix in the lab, on his turntable
and under the lights.
Below that, the figure sans bruises.
During the early days of television development it was necessary to monitor and adjust the quality of the tran mitted
picture in order to get the best definition. To do this, engineers required an "actor" to
constantly be under the burning studio lights as they tweaked and sharpened the image;
cartoon tar Felix the Cat fit the bill perfectly. He had the right tonal contrast (black
and white), was impervious to the heat from the lights and worked cheaply (in fact a
one-time payment to F AO Schwarz was all that was required). Before his television
debut, this cat enjoyed many lives in animated films. Created by Otto Messmer, the
initial series played from 1920 to 1928. The fun-loving cat made a comeback in 1936,
starring in three short films. Then, in 1960, a new series was produced for television
that featured the debut of Felix's magic bag of tricks.
RCA's first experimental television transmissions began in 1928 on station W2XBS
(New York Channel 1). The lab, transmitting 60-line pictures was at 7 Van Cortlandt
Park South and eventually moved to the ew Amsterdam Theater Building on West
42nd Street, The transmitter was located atop the Empire State Building. The 13" Felix
the Cat figure made of papier-mache was placed on a phonograph turntable and was
broadcast using a mechanical scanning disk to an electronic kinescope receiver. The image received was only 2
inches tall, and the broadcasts lasted about 2 hours per day. Felix often fell off his turntable, which explains his
"imperfect" condition. First his tail fell off, then his head, which was reattached with a drumstick. By 1931 the sta
tion became part of NBC and began to transmit from 42nd St. These early broadcasts also consisted of early test
patterns and photographs.
Felix remained on his turntable for almost a decade as the early experimenters strove towards the goal of a high
definition picture, culminating in 441 lines by 1939.
Adapted from© MZTV Museum of Television & Archive and Cinematheque Quebecoise;
© Poynter.com; and© Felixthecat.com
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SNL Folks Party at Museum Gala
Members of the SNL Cast and Company attended a star-studded gala
at the American Museum of Natural History on November 15th.

Top: Kate McKinnon,
Tina Fey, Steve Carell.
Center: Cicely Strong,
Beck Bennett,
Aidy Bryant,
Scarlett Johansson,
Pete Davidson.
Bottom: Lorne Michaels,
John McEnroe,
Kenan Thompson.

Photos by Denny Lee
© The New York Times
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John Fritsche had a long and varied career
at NBC New York
from 1979 through 2018.
His in-depth profile appears on page 12 of this issue.
David Heiser was a Labor Relations lawyer from 1983-1994.
He is retired and resides in Rye Brook, NY where he is one of its Trustees.

